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Majors: French and Computer Science
Minors: Economics and Philosophy
Why does Alyssa Like Destiny?: Destiny is a community based game
where everyone tries to help each other. She loves the artwork and
soundtrack for the game as well as the plot and overall “lore” surrounding
it.

Favorite Expansion: House of Wolves
Color: Orange
Dream: Alyssa would like to be a programmer for a start-up company, or
would like to work at a nonprofit. She would also like to go abroad in either
Africa or France to experience a different culture.
Animal: Fox
Values: Perseverance, loyalty, orderly
Due to Alyssa’s tremendous work ethic, RHA awarded Alyssa with the
“Rookie of the Year” award at the RHA Banquet

Service 2018-2019
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RHA Representative for Grant Community Council
•

Came to RHA meetings every week to be a liaison between her Community Council and
RHA.

•

Won RHA Representative of the Year

•

Worked through conflicts with various board members by being direct and
conscientious. Ensured the conflicts never got out of hand or affected the councils
performance

•

Filled in the roles of Secretary, PR, and Programmer at various points throughout the year

Committee Work
•

Faciliatory Advisory Board: Alyssa worked to get the crosswalks by the residence halls
repainted and that the sidewalks were handicap accessible.

•

Spring Retreat Committee: Alyssa Facilitated people during the conference, created a
positive atmosphere, and presented her first program

•

Banquet Committee: Created the theme, decorations, centerpieces, programs, thank you
notes, and assisted in the creation of the schedule.

•

Alyssa was a team leader for NIU Cares Day and lead her team to clean a farm and plant
various crops.
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Service 2019-2020
Vice President of Administration:
RHA Fall Retreat:
Alyssa was the main contact with Lorado Taft (a satellite campus of NIU), designed
the program categories and chose the programs, organized the schedule, and
designated the transportation.

Homecoming Activities: RHA was in danger of not participating in any Homecoming
activities.
Alyssa saw to it that RHA had a Powder Puff Football team and orchestrated the
registration and meetings.
Created a team for Paint the Town.
Raised support for the NIU Blood Drive
Block Party Committee:

Created the tri-fold for RHA and worked the RHA outreach table. Also, worked as the
standing PR when there was a vacancy on the RHA board.
Spring Conference:
Made schedule, picked programs, set up registration and program submission.
Helped reserve spaces and obtained all necessary materials for conference.
Point Person for RHA Dance Marathon team
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Participation
•

Honors Student, Dean’s list

•

Volunteers at an animal shelter in
home town: Naws humane
society, New Lenox

•

Was a volunteer during Move-in
Day

NRHH:
Alyssa is not a current member of
NIU’s NRHH Chapter, however,
Alyssa is still as active as

possible. She takes part in a
number of their philanthropy
events and worked to include
NRHH in RHA’s Spring
Conference. She is also fostering
a relationship with NRHH so that

RHA and NRHH can share an
end-of-the-year banquet.

Goals for this Year

•

Faciliatory Advisory Board: Would like to see new arcade machines in
all three of the residence hall game rooms. Working to get handicap
parking at Stevenson Residence Hall.

•

Legislation Committee: Alyssa is working on a total rewrite of the RHA
constitution and bylaws that has not been done for years.

•

Assisting with the inaugural Huskie Cup

•

Wishes to have a joint banquet between RHA and NRHH

•

Creating a team for NIU cares day and will be a Care Leader again.

•

Start the “Food Abroad” program which partners with the Study Abroad
Office and Dining

•

Repurposing various rooms in the residence halls for new functions
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Conferences
IRHA
•
•

•

•

•

This is Alyssa’s first conference
She is looking forward to meeting new people from
around Illinois
Alyssa hopes to enhance her leadership and
programming skills. This way she can help train the next
RHA Executive Board.
Alyssa took charge of the Centerpiece spirit item. She is
creating the display completely out of recycled items.
Alyssa has assisted in making sure the rollcall is completed in a timely manner.
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Letters of Recommendation
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Letters of Recommendation
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